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By the end of this Webinar you will better understand:

**How** IAEG is enabling Sector ESG Insights
‘Take Off’ Webinars

Why
ESG Engagement in the extended Aerospace & Defense Supply Chain

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xi210DduNIM
Stakeholders value ESG Improvement

What
Collaborating to develop voluntary standards for ESG Improvement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzCCVPax2jA
Aerospace requirements

How
Aerospace ESG Improvement Tools

ESG Improvement
Achieved so far

- Project Start: February 2022
- Requirements Development & Selection Process: October
- ‘Why Engage’ Webinar: November
- ‘What is ESG’ Webinar: December
- EcoVadis Selected: January 2023
- IAEG Contract Signed: March
- IAEG Aerospace Sector Initiative: April
- >1/3 IAEG Member revenue contracted

October 12 – 10:00 a.m. EST
The ‘Why’ of ESG and the importance of stakeholder engagement

November 16 – 10:00 a.m. EST
What are the ESG obligations today and tomorrow that are driving us to act?

IAEG
Aerospace & Defense
ESG Insights powered by Ecovadis

Revenue of Signed Members
In Millions US$
Reusable Sustainability Assessments

IAEG Sustainability Assessments

Powered by EcoVadis

1. Reusable
   Participating IAEG Members recognize the voluntary standard
   ‘Wasted effort eliminated’

2. Responsible
   Sector Initiative benchmarking
   Due Diligence building block

3. Sustainable
   ‘Sector Materiality Assessment’
   Data driven Sector Improvement initiatives

If you would like to know more, please contact scrumb@iaeg.com
IAEG Reusable Sustainability Assessments

- **Define Campaign**: Objectives & scope of Supply Chain to be assessed
- **Assessment**: Using existing standards & data wherever possible
- **Verify & Coach**: Desk top audit & third party evidence review

Iterative improvement process
- Set goals
- Answer survey
- Load evidence

Desk top audit
Third party evidence
Learning Resources

Supplier Dashboard
Customer Dashboard
Sector Dashboard

Tailored Risk Management
ESG Maturity Improvement Actions
Aerospace & Defense
ESG Insights Initiative
EcoVadis is a Purpose-Led Company

“Guide all companies toward a sustainable world.”

-Official EcoVadis Purpose Statement

As of 2022, we are officially a Purpose-Led Company according to the French law, Loi PACTE. Our four core purpose objectives are:

- Deliver independent, trusted, and actionable sustainability ratings and insights through methodology excellence.

- Enable the greatest number of companies to continuously improve their business practices and contribute to creating a regenerative and equitable economy.

- Cultivate an inclusive learning environment for our people, providing meaningful work and empowering future generations of sustainability practitioners.

- Foster collective action within our ecosystem to accelerate the transition to a sustainable world.

Pierre-François Thaler and Frédéric Trinel, Co-Founders and Co-CEOs of EcoVadis
Reducing the workload for all participants

>1,000 Requesting Companies

Before EcoVadis

EcoVadis Value

Buyers

Reduce Administrative Burden with Sector Automation
Collaborate on Improvement areas and Corrective Action Plans & Industry Workstreams
Identify Value and thought leaders
Industry Benchmarking
Learning Tools - EcoVadis Academy - Industry Webinars

Over 200,000 Scorecards

Compare and Improve Performance with Sector Automation
Safe Time and Effort, Shared Single Assessment
Differentiate themselves
Carbon Reporting Calculator for SME
Learning Tools - EcoVadis Academy - Industry Webinars
Q1 2023 IAEG chose EcoVadis as its vendor for its voluntary program to monitor and improve the sustainability performance of the trading partners of participating IAEG members in the aerospace and defense industry supply chain.

- Create a voluntary standard and program for members
- Obtain industry sector view insights
- Evidence based assessment process provides the due diligence for duty of care stakeholders
- Mutualize the sustainability ratings of all members in an anonymized shared pool
- Make informed decisions on key improvement areas based on the sector view
- Enable the enrolled trading partners (suppliers) and offer harmonized improvement requests to reduce workload
Suppliers engaged in an SI (Sector Initiative) outperformed the network average by 5.3 points in 2022.

SI members are also 6% more likely to have their invited trading partners become EcoVadis-rated companies.

SI members have access to 7% more primary sustainability data.

Source: EcoVadis Network Impact Report 3rd Edition
Path Forward

First Sector Data
First Sector Insights
First Sector ‘Materiality Assessment’
ESG Engagement
Accelerating Targeted ESG Improvement for the extended aerospace supply chain

June 21st
For more information...

Contact IAEG

iaeg.com

mark.walker@airbus.com
and / or
phill.godfrey@collins.com

Contact EcoVadis

ecovadis.com

jby@ecovadis.com
Thank you